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THE MARINE SCHOOL OF BEIRUT - A REPRESSED ART HISTORY

This project focuses on a group of painters active in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries in certain parts of the O!oman Middle East. And even though 
some of the paintings on display are well known, there has never been an a!empt 
to exhibit them under one stylistic canopy, or as part of one painterly tradition.

In the past decades, art historians and connoisseurs who sought to oDer a more 
comprehensive account on the history of art in Lebanon, Syria, and the Levant, 
have called a!ention to a “Marine School” (also sometimes the “Maritime School” 
or the “School of Beirut”). The Lebanese painter Moustafa Farroukh (1901-1957) 
may have been partially responsible for launching the label when he presented 
the results of his research into the “precursors of Lebanese art” in a conference 
organized by the Cénacle Libanais on March 28, 1947. In his presentation Farroukh 
first mentions a few self-taught Christian painters active in the monasteries of 
Mount Lebanon, then proceeds to name Ibrahim Serbai, Dimashqiyah, Said Merhi, 
and Ali Jamal, all of whom – he says – “devoted their art to paint boats, natural 
scenes and the sea.”  One may also assume that the label “Marine School” – 
which stuck with the later generations of art historians  – took root when Farroukh 
states in the next paragraph that Ali Jamal, “whose passion for painting the sea 
and its waves and boats led him to leave for Constantinople where he joined the 
Naval [or Marine] School and graduated as naval officer.”

Was this the beginning of the mysterious art historical category that the present 
project seeks to unravel? 

AEer Farroukh’s presentation at the Cénacle, art historians began to mention the 
Marine School as a “class” that gathered a particular category of painters. In his 
Dictionnaire de la peinture au Liban Michel Fani points to the specifically Sunni 
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character of this painterly tradition.  Indeed, most of the painters associated 
with the label were Sunnis, and a few were Greek Orthodox. But it was not only 
due to Farroukh (himself a Sunni) – or to the fact that Beirut was in those days 
predominantly inhabited by Sunnis   with a minority of Orthodox Greeks – that 
the Marine School has been associated with Sunnism.

The so-called Marine School can be viewed as part of a larger cultural 
phenomenon, with groups of painters dispersed throughout O!oman Turkey in 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. What united them was, first, a 
common aesthetic or pictorial language constituted during the modernization 
reforms within the O!oman Empire, especially the reforms linked to education. 
Several military, engineer, and naval schools based on Western principles of 
education were opened in Constantinople from late eighteenth throughout the 
nineteenth century. In these academies, which were part of O!oman Sultanate’s 
westernization reforms, the cadets did not only study fortification, cavalry, 
sword and rapier, but also topography, architecture, cartography, and drawing. 
These military schools taught the basics of painting and drawing not for art or 
aesthetics, but for technical or defense purposes of the O!oman state. AEer 
graduating from such a school – be it Mühendishane-i Bahr-i Hümâyûn [the 
Imperial School of Naval Engineering), Mühendishane-i Berrî-i Hümâyûn [the 
Imperial Military Engineering School), Mekteb-i Tibbiye (the School of Medicine), 
Mekteb-i Fünun-u Harbiye-i !ahâne (the Military College), or a vocational school 
for orphans like the Darü��afaka – the graduate would become an o�cer, or a 
clerk sent to one of the outposts of the Empire. They served as specialists for 
the army and the navy, and some also continued to teach art in these schools, 
as did Ali Jamal, or worked in the ports, for customs, or at the post o�ce and the 
telegraph. And in their free time, many of them continued making paintings. 

In today’s Turkey the art historical phenomenon to which the Marine School of 
Beirut also belongs has been much be!er studied by art scholars and curators, 
who use a broader label. It was a French painter, René Huyghe, who “christened” 
some of the nineteenth-century painters he encountered in Istanbul with the 
label “Turkish Primitives.”  The label applied to those painters who did not go to 
study in Paris but a!ended one of the local military or technical schools. The 
label “Turkish Primitives” comprised various sub-categories and today one can 
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encounter in specialized art literature such designations as: “Soldier Painters,” 
“Military Painters,” “Painters of the Sea,” “First-generation Turkish Painters,” the 
“Painters from Darü��afaka,” the “Photo-realists,” and others.  Each of these – 
especially the generic les primitifs – has been contested, critiqued, but overall, 
most critics agree that the role of new Westernized schools was central in 
shaping this unique Turko-Islamic cultural phenomenon. The role played by 
military and naval institutions in changing the modes of pictorial representation 
remains uncontested.  As one Turkish author writes: “The inclusion of painting 
classes in military schools was the most important factor in the development of 
the painting of art in the Western sense of the term.”  

The art historical significance of the so-called Turkish Primitives was to 
accomplish the transition, in other words, from O!oman-Islamic to Western 
pictorial conventions. The Military Painters, for example – many of them in 
high military ranks (for example, Division General Ahmed Ali, known as ¢eker 
Ahmed Pa£a [1841-1907], Lieutenant Hüseyin Zekai Pa�a (1860-1918), Colonel 
Hafiz Ibrahim [1859-1917], or Lieutenant Hoca Ali Riza [1858-1930]) – formed 
a connecting link between the tradition of the Islamic miniature and that of 
Western oil painting. The la!er was becoming increasingly popular in the late 
nineteenth century along with other a!ributes of the Western lifestyle (clothing, 
architecture, photography). Under Western influences – such as Orientalist art, 
training in Western art academies, the embrace of photography, and the opening 
of military but also art and music academies, along with what critics sometimes 
also call “Levantine influences”  – the “primitives,” acting within diDerent groups 
(the military, the naval schools, the Darü��afaka school) forged a new pictorial 
language. They infused the two-dimensional space of the Islamic miniature 
with a range of Western painterly conventions such as perspective, spatial and 
pictorial depth, light and chiaroscuro. 

Not all painters of the Marine School of Beirut and/or Tripoli were trained in the 
military, naval, and engineering schools of Istanbul. Those who were self-taught, 
or schooled in Beirut, or in the capitals of other vilayets, they adopted pictorial 
conventions common at the time throughout the Empire. Overall, the Marine 
School can be understood as a local manifestation of the cultural processes 
powered by the modernization and Westernization of the O!oman state. Artists 
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included in this exhibition worked in Beirut, Tripoli, Damascus, Cairo, Alexandria, 
and Constantinople, and they shared some of the most common a!ributes of 
the “Primitives.” Most noticeable is their preference for certain genres, motifs, 
styles, and pictorial and chromatic conventions; the predominance of seascape 
(or landscape and cityscape) and of portraiture; the fascination with modern 
naval military equipment; the presence of the conventions of cartographic 
representation, along with the pictorial language of the Western Orientalists and 
of the postcard; and finally, the impact of photography. Unencumbered by the 
need to follow the conventions of the Parisian beaux arts or comply with the 
“universal mission” of Western civilization, they forged a pictorial language based 
on their understanding of human and divine nature.     

The military a!ention to detail, the influence of photography, and the presence 
of cartographic and topographic conventions can illuminate our interpretation 
of the paintings by Ibrahim Serbai (1865-1931). This is the case, for example, in 
Panorama of Zeytoune and of Minet el-Hosn (sometimes also called Hotel 
Bassoul, where the painting hung until the late 1950s). This painting, which 
some a!ribute to Serbai while others prefer to call it “Anonymous,”  presents a 
waterfront view of the city of Beirut made from a photograph by Adrien Bonfils 
(or by Jean-Baptiste Charlier). Another painting, this time firmly a!ributed 
to Serbai, is a depiction of a major military and state event taking place in 
the last years of the nineteenth century in the Port of Beirut: The Reception 
of Guillaume II at the Port of Beirut (1898), also made from a photograph by 
Abraham Guiragossian. The close relation between photography and painting 
in the late nineteenth century is central in the works of certain Soldier Painters 
or the graduates of the Darü��afaka school in Istanbul.  Here painters used 
photographs from the Abdullah Frères to “paint from photos” views of the city, 
opting for parks, interior and exterior of palaces, gates, fountains and kiosks. Ali 
Jamal (be!er known in Istanbul as Ali Cemal Ben’im [Beyrutlu]), whom Farroukh 
mentions and whose biography we can presuppose inaugurated the designation 
“Marine School,” painted numerous ships, but also portraits, landscapes, and 
still-lifes. Jamal/Cemal’s painting however diDer in their pictorial language from 
those who remained in Beirut or Tripoli, as they show familiarity with the Western 
conventions of naturalist painting. Like in Turkey, where the Military or Soldier 
Painters include over three generations of artists active over about sixty-five 
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years, the Marine School of Beirut also had several generations. Ibrahim Serbai, 
born in 1865, was among the earliest representative painters, while Toufic Baba 
(1889-1953), who studied at the Imperial O!oman School (Sultanyeh) in Beirut 
and taught at the Makassed, is one of the latest representatives of the Marine 
School. One may even add Farroukh himself to this school: at the age of ten, and 
long before going to study fine arts in Paris, he used to draw ships and boats in 
the port of Beirut.  

In the exhibition the viewer will find not only painters directly associated with the 
Marine School, but also those who shared its pictorial language or techniques. 
The exhibition also includes murals depicting the Beirut Port, for example, or 
seascapes painted according to the Turkish pictorial conventions, and which 
could be found on walls and plafonds in the nineteenth-century Lebanese 
countryside. A portrait by Khalil Saleeby called French Dignitary (1927) that was 
painted over a photograph shows the ways in which photography and painting 
worked together during this period in the O!oman era, while Daoud Corm’s Still 
life with Watermelons (undated) like Khalil Ghorayeb’s Still life with Watermelons 
(1930) reveal the conventions of painting and the preferred themes of the time. 
The exhibition seeks to display not only the Marine School – which it does for 
the first time in Lebanon – but also a whole pictorial language dominant at the 
time, and visible in the work of artists who are not necessarily a�liated with this 
tradition. Thus, this exhibition does not only wish to display a constructed art 
historical category, and a partially lost art historical phenomenon, but also to 
show what has survived from it. Using the metaphor of the sea, we can discern 
what remains at the surface – that is, the few paintings that are still available in 
various local collections – and suggest what lies at the bo!om, that is, paintings 
that once were part of the tradition but have been lost or destroyed or are not 
currently available in Lebanon. For the la!er we rely on digital files. The exhibition 
opens, as our viewers are aware, during a state of crisis and general economic 
collapse, and the metaphor of sea surface and sea bo!om applies to both display 
of art and economic reality (there are those who keep afloat and those who 
cannot). 

The project addresses, finally, the relevance of the Marine School for the art 
history of Lebanon and the region. Art historians and connoisseurs oEen 
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mention the “hidden” aspect of this pictorial tradition, referring to a dearth of 
scholarship.   We agree, but prefer to use the term “repression” instead, believing 
that this dearth or invisibility is the result not of innocent ignorance or lack 
of knowledge but comes as a result of historical processes and internalized 
conflict. The tradition has been pushed to the bo!om by the dominant narrative 
according to which the history of modern art in Lebanon (and to an extent the 
region) is that of Christians (Daoud Corm, Khalil Saleeby, Habib Serour, Philippe 
Mourani, YouseD Hoyek, Gibran Khalil Gibran) – the so-called “pillars,” also called 
“forerunners,” who brought art from their studies in Rome and Paris academies 
des beaux-arts. This is the “master narrative” that has been constructed through 
numerous lavish books, exhibitions, and other products of knowledge,   at a time 
when other cultural processes (for example the O!oman and/or Sunni pictorial 
conventions that took shape amid historical modernization, or forms of Sufi 
expression that was popular at the time in Beirut and the region) have oEen 
been dismissed or sunk to the depth of history. Twentieth-century processes of 
modernization and Westernization brought forward other sensibilities or forms 
of representation, along and amidst a historically complex and oEen even hostile 
modes of negotiating economic, political, and cultural life in this part of the 
Mediterranean.

Octavian Esanu
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NOTES

1. For an English version of Farroukh’s 1947 presentation at the Cénacle Libanais see “Pioneering 

Lebanese Artists—Mostafa Farroukh,” The Monthly (December 10, 2015), h!ps://monthlymagazine.

com/article-print_1821_print (Accessed September 25, 2022).

2. Some major accounts which include references to the “Marine School” are: Michel Fani, 

Dictionnaire de la peinture au Liban (Paris: Éditions de l’Escalier, 1998); Maha Sultan, Ruww"d min 

nahdat al-fann at-tashk#li fi Lubn"n: Qorm, Sr$r, Sal#bi 1870-1938 [Pioneers of the Renaissance of 

the Plastic Arts in Lebanon: Corm, Serour, Saleeby 1870-1938] (Beirut: Université Saint-Esprit-Kaslik, 

2004); See also Edouard Lahoud, Contemporary Art in Lebanon/L’art Contemporain au Liban (New 
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York/Beirut: New East Books, 1974). I would also like to draw a!ention to the art enthusiast Eddy 

Sfeir, who has carried out research on Ibrahim Serbai, and who independently translated Farroukh’s 

presentation at the Cénacle Libanais, as well as gathered and translated other sources on a website 

dedicated to Ibrahim Serbai. See: h!p://ibrahim-serbai.com/en/his-life-work/. (Accessed September 

25, 2022).

3. Farroukh, “Pioneering Lebanese Artists.”

4. For the religious a�liations of painters, see entry “Ibrahim Serbai” in Fani, Dictionnaire de la 

peinture au Liban, 359-60. See also in Fani’s Dictionnaire “Dimaschkyé,” 146, and “Hassan Tannir,” 

369. See also Lahoud, Contemporary Art in Lebanon/L’art Contemporain au Liban, xxxi.

5. When writing about the “Marine School” Edouard Lahoud also mentions Tripoli, another city-port 

where painters of the sea could be encountered. Ibid.

6. According to other sources the label was first used by Ahmed Bedri and according to another 

version Burhan Toprak used it in the 1936 exhibition “FiEy Years of Turkish Art” at the Academy of Fine 

Arts. See Ahmet Kamil Goren, “Türk Resminde Primitifler ve Darü” Türkiyemiz 81, (Mayis 1997), 29-41.

7. For these and other labels see: Sema Olcay ed., Asker Ressamlar/Soldier Painters/Peintres 

Militaires (Istanbul: Arkas Holding, 2001), 34. For other Turkish sources discussing the broad 

phenomenon under diDerent categories see: Nurullah Berk, “Modern Turkish Primitives,” in Sanat 

Dünyamiz, Yil. 6, Sayi. 16, Mayis, 1979, p. 48; Sezer Tansu¶, “Türk Primitifleri”, Sanat Çevresi, s. 3, ocak 

1979, s. 18; Goren, “Türk Resminde Primitifler ve Darü”; Erol Kiliç, “Teknik ve Üslup Bakımından 1930’lara 

Kadar Türk Resmi’nde Manzara”, Güzel Sanatlar Enstitüsü Dergisi 21 (2008): 123-141; Nüzhet ·slimyeli, 

Asker Ressamlar ve Ekoller [Military Painters and Schools], (Ankara: Asker Ressamlar Derne¶i, 1967); 

S. Pertev Boyar, Türk Ressamları [Turkish Painters] (Ankara, 1948).

8. Turan Erol, “Painting in Turkey in Nineteenth and early Twentieth Century” in A History of Turkish 

Painting edited by Günsel Renda, et. al. (Palasar, 1988), 37.

9. Olcay, Asker Ressamlar/Soldier Painters/Peintres Militaires., 24.

10. For “Levantine influences” on the “primitives” see Tansu¶, “Türk Primitifleri.”

11. Not all agree that this painting should be a!ributed to Ibrahim Serbai, although Michel Fani and 

Maha Sultan do make this a!ribution. On the description of this painting in the Hotel Bassoul, see 

John Carswell’s recollections in John Carswell, “À la recherche du temps perdu,” in Archéologie au 

Levant: Recueil à la mémoire de Roger Saidah: Collection de la Maison de l’Orient méditerranéen. 

Séries archéologique 9 (Lyon: Maison de l’Orient et Paris de Boccard., pp. 481–96.

12. For the role of photography see Adnan Coker, “Foto¶raEan resim ve Darü��afakali ressamlar” in 

Yeni Boyut Plastik Sanatlar Dergisi sayı 2/9, Ocak 1983, s. 4-12; Goren, “Türk Resminde Primitifler ve 

Darü.”

13. Phone conversation with Hani Farroukh, October 3, 2022. Beirut, Lebanon. 

14.  See for example Sultan, Ruww"d min nahdat al-fann at-tashk#li fi Lubn"n.

15. In major publications such as Art from Lebanon or Lebanon - The Artist’s View the “Marine 

School” is not mentioned. See Nour Salame and Marie Tomb, eds., Art from Lebanon: Modern 

and Contemporary Artists (1880-1975) Vol. 1 (Beirut: Wonderfuleditions, 2012); The British Lebanese 

Association, ed., Lebanon: The Artist’s View (London: Quartet Books, 1989).  

Special thanks to Vasif Kortun, Sezin Romi, Zeynep Inankur, Kirsten Scheid, Eddy 
Sfeir, Saleh Barakat and Catherine Hansen, for help with researching this topic.
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Medallion painted in Ghadir (Kesrouan). Reproduction from photograph 
by Ricardus Habre (AUB alumni) reproduced in book Claire Paget, Murs et 
Plafonds Peints, Liban XIXe Siècle (Beyrouth: Éditions Terre du Liban, 1998),  
p. 38. 

The transition from the Turco-Islamic pictorial tradition of miniature to 
western oil painting did not happen instantly but went over several phases. 
Mural painting has been one such transitional phase which took place by 
assimilating local pictorial traditions with the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries conventions of European baroque and rococo styles. Such mural 
paintings were popular in Rumelia, Anatolia, Baghdad, Aleppo, Cairo and other 
parts of the Middle East. The painters used a type of fresco painting called 
secco. This form of O!oman wall decoration applied pigments of root dies 
over dry plaster, called sometimes kalem i%i (painted brush-work tracery). For 
a more detailed discussion of the Turko-Islamic mural painting tradition see 
Günsel Renda, “Turkish Miniature Painting” in A History of Turkish Painting 
edited by Günsel Renda, et. al. (Palasar, 1988), 25-34.  
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MOUSTAFA FARROUKH, Marine-themed drawings from personal sketchbook, 
Pencil on paper, c. 1910-1911 
(Collection Hani Farroukh)

As a young boy of ten, and long before continuing his art education in Paris, 
Moustafa Farroukh used to draw soldiers, land and water ba!les, boats and 
ships and various military subjects in a notebook. Hani Farroukh allowed us to 
reproduce a few pages of his father’s early drawings dedicated to marine ba!le 
scenes in this exhibition.
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ANONYMOUS (AMributed to IBRAHIM SERBAI), Arrival of Two Warships 
from the O!oman Navy in the Port of Beirut, Undated, 
Oil on canvas, 74 x 85 cm 
(Collection Saleh Barakat) 
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IBRAHIM SERBAI, Baalbek, Undated,
Oil on canvas, 156 x 95cm 
(Collection Eddy Sfeir)

The Beiruti painter Ibrahim Serbai (1865-1931) is one of the main representatives 
of the Marine School of Beirut. With this work Serbai presumably followed the 
European Orientalists to Baalbek in order to oDer his own pictorial readings 
of the Roman temple ruins. The owner of this painting is Eddy Sfeir, who has 
conducted research on the marine painters and who recalls that this painting 
of Baalbek was purchased by his farther directly from Ibrahim Serbai. 
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Previous Page: ALBERT, Panoramic View of Beirut from Horsh El 
Snaubar, 1867, 
Oil on canvas, 180 x 123 cm 
(Collection Camille and Leyla Ziadé) 

This painting, which is signed “Albert,” but which was a!ributed by art 
historians to Ibrahim Serbai, and other times was also called “Anonymous,” 
is part of the private collection of Camille and Leyla Ziadé. The painting was 
seriously damaged during the Beirut explosion of 2020, when a piece of 
sha!ered glass sliced a large layer of paint from the surface. The collector 
Leyla Ziadé insisted that the layer of paint sha!ered by the explosion should 
be displayed next to the painting. 

Ibrahim Serbai (1865-1931) is the artist who is perhaps most represented in this 
exhibition with original works, even though not all agree on the authorship of 
several paintings displayed here. Serbai belongs to the first generation of the 
so-called “Marine School,” and his works include broad panoramas of the port 
of Beirut, waterfronts, as well as the ruins of the Roman temple at Baalbek. 
Serbai’s paintings demonstrate high topographic precision and a!ention to 
detail, serving as valuable documents of his time. It is not incidental that 
many historians and anthropologists have looked closely at Serbai’s paintings 
in order to draw more general conclusions about the history of the city and 
the epoch. For example, the artist and archeologist John Carswell used a 
painting a!ributed to Serbai (Panorama of Zeytoune and of Minet el-Hosn, 
1890 and which is also known as Hotel Bassoul) to write about the history 
of the early Europeans entering the Middle East through the port of Beirut. 
Serbai painted his panoramas from photographs. If Panorama of Zeytoune 
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was made from a postcard that circulated in his days (by Adrien Bonfils or 
Jean-Baptiste Charlier) another of his famous paintings, which this time is 
firmly a!ributed to him, is called The Reception of Guillaume II at the Port 
of Beirut, 1898 and it was made from a photograph by Abraham Guiragossian. 

See Fani, Dictionnaire, 359-60.
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Anonymous (also a!ributed to Ibrahim Serbai), Panorama of Zeytoune and of 
Minet el-Hosn, (alternative title Hotel Bassoul), 1890,
Oil on canvas, 84 x 214 cm 
(Collection Philippe Jabre) 
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ANONYMOUS (also aMributed to IBRAHIM SERBAI), Panorama of Zeytoune 
and of Minet el-Hosn, (alternative title Hotel Bassoul), 1890, 
Oil on canvas, 84 x 214 cm
(Collection Philippe Jabre)  
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JEAN-BAPTISTE CHARLIER, 253. Ras Beyrouth, Undated, 
(Collection Philippe Jabre)

One of these photographs is believed to have been used to paint Panorama 
of Zeytoune and of Minet el-Hosn [alternative title Hotel Bassoul] (a!ributed 
to Ibrahim Serbai).
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ANONYMOUS, Undated, Color slide 
(Collection Gaby Daher)

The photograph shows the painting Panorama of Zeytoune and of Minet el-
Hosn hanging in the lobby of Hotel Bassoul, just as John Carswell saw it and 
described in John Carswell, “À la recherche du temps perdu,” in Archéologie au 
Levant: Recueil à la mémoire de Roger Saidah: Collection de la Maison de l’Ori-
ent méditerranéen. Séries archéologique 9 (Lyon: Maison de l’Orient et Paris de 
Boccard., pp. 481–96.
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IBRAHIM SERBAI, The Reception of Guillaume II at the Port of Beirut, 1898, 
Oil on paint, 147 x 80 cm 
(Collection Saleh Barakat)
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KHALIL GHORAYEB, Untitled, Undated,
Oil on canvas, 73 x 58cm 
(Collection Eddy Sfeir)
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DAOUD CORM, Watermelon, Undated, 
Oil on canvas, 49.7 x 60.7 cm 
(Collection Georges Corm Grandson of Daoud Corm)

Daoud Corm is not associated with the Marine School, but we decided to 
display this painting in order to show how painters belonging to distinct 
traditions embraced at the time the O!oman pictorial conventions. 
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ANONYMOUS, No title, Undated, 
Mixed media, 60 x 90 cm 
(Collection Saleh Barakat) 
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ADRIEN BONFILS, 495. Port of Tripoli: Ships, Merchandise, People 
(AUB Jafet Library Archives and Special Collections)  
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TAWFIK TAREK (1875–1940)

Born in Damascus, Tawfik Tarek (1875–1940) came from a prominent family of 
military o�cers under the O!omans. He studied at the Military Academy of 
Istanbul, where he was introduced to oil painting. AEer being imprisoned for 
nationalist activities, he leE for Paris, where he studied drawing, land surveying 
and urbanism at the École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts, graduating in 
1901. When he returned to Damascus, he worked restoring historic monuments 
and minarets, and teaching art out of his home as well as his own painting. In 
1926, Tarek began working between Beirut and Damascus, influencing artists 
not only in technique but providing an awareness of cultural heritage and a 
platform for political engagement. Tarek also founded the Fine Arts Club in 
Damascus which was one of the first spaces dedicated to art in the city. 

Atassi Foundation for Arts and Culture

Tawfic Tarek, Untitled, Undated, 
Oil on canvas, 80 x 56 cm
(Atassi Foundation for Arts and Culture)
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Tawfic Tarek, Dummer Road, 1908, 
Oil on Canvas, 60 x 70 cm 
(Atassi Foundation for Arts and Culture)
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Ali JAMAL (1881-1939)

Ali Jamal was the son of the Beirut merchant Emin Bey (Emin Cemal Efendi) 
and is be!er known in Turkey as Ali Cemal Ben’im (Beyrutlu). Jamal started 
his education in Beirut and continued at the Carker School of Surgery aEer 
which he transferred to the Naval Academy (Bahriye Mektebi). AEer graduating 
from the Mechanic class with the rank of Mülazim-1 he began a!ending the 
Imperial School of Fine Arts (Sanayi-i Nefise Mektebi) between 1905-1908. AEer 
graduation he served as painting teacher at various civil and military schools, 
including the Naval Academy. He was promoted to the rank of Lieutenant 
Commander in 1904 and aEer his retirement from the army, he worked in ¢i£li 
Art Studio making a living by painting murals and posters. He also worked 
as illustrated for a series of Istanbul newspapers and magazines. As military 
painter Jamal/Cemal became known for his meticulous and detailed depiction 
of boats and violent sea. At the end of his career, he became a professor at the 
Istanbul Academy of Fine Arts. Jamal was considered by Farroukh a central 
figure of the so-called Marine School of Beirut. 

(From Jamal’s file at the Naval Museum Istanbul)

NOTE: all known paintings by Jamal/Cemal are in the Military, Naval, National Palace, 
and art museums and collections in Istanbul and Ankarad We could not reproduce a 
work by Jamal/Cemal’s due to intricate procedures involving copyright regulationsd
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KHALIL GHORAYEB, Untitled, 1927, 
Oil on canvas, 76 x 105 cm 
(Collection Saleh Barakat) 

Khalil Ghorayeb (1884-1972) was a naïve Lebanese painter. He painted on 
various subjects: from swans on the lake to mountain landscapes, still-lifes, 
figures and portraits, murals, sign works and calligraphy. He worked from 1912 
to 1957. In his Dictionnaire Michel Fani writes that for Ghorayeb the world 
was a photograph and that the main task of the artist was to translate this 
photograph into pictorial form. It is believed that Ghorayeb has primarily relied 
on photographic codes to produce his abundant number of paintings. See Fani, 
Dictionnaire, 184-193.   
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TOUFIC BABA, No Title, 1943, 
Oil on canvas, 69 x 52 cm 
(Collection Camille and Leyla Ziadé)

Toufic Baba (1889-1958) was a well-known painter before World War Two. He 
studied at the Imperial O!oman School (Sultanyeh) in Beirut before World War 
One with Habib Srour. During the 1940s he served as instructor of painting in 
the Makassed. Baba is oEen considered one of the last painters to have been 
formed and influenced by the so-called Marine School of Beirut. See Fani, 
Dictionnaire, 78.
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